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Preface

foreword

During my career as a biomathematician, I have always approached natural phenomena through an academic lens, studying the geometrical structures underlying plantlife. Since my retirement as a university professor, I have realized I never fully appreciated the role that nature fulfills in our society. Mankind and natural world have
seemingly been separated for a long time, though this distinction is purely optical, as
we are still dependent on plants ability to create oxygen, though this may not be the
case for long.
Before this separation becomes absolute, I’d like to try and get away from this distinction, to - as it were – go back to the roots, I have decided to go on a tour of the
world in search of interesting plant-life and nature’s splendour in general.
I will, however, pay extra attention to the overlap between society and nature that has
only recently started to occur, where attempts are made to gap the distance we have
created in order to gain independence from it.
I’m looking for the overlaps where a seeming symbiosis is reached, or where plantlife is employed in order to fix problems and supply assistance.
This book will be a collection of the examples found in this category. I will make analogue studies and notes in order to retain from using electronics, which in my view
are opposite to the natural world.
Dedicated to:
My brother for his infectious fascination with biology
My father for upholding idealistic sustainable norms
My mother for her humanistic approach to botany

I was a student of the late professor Eli P. Newhouse, and a great admirer of his
work. After finishing my master’s degree in biomathematics – doctorate practically invented by Professor Newhouse, we stayed in good contact, and I was one
of the first to hear of his plans or an early retirement at the age of 85, after which
he was planning on traveling the world for some years, in order as to study nature
in a less scholarly fashion, and to regain his hobby in classical art. His non-digital
tendencies were a source of mockery to some students, who thought him to be, in
his words, ‘a bit of an old-fashioned fart’, but I admired his non wavering methods, especially his resolution to use a classical blackboard to draw on, doing a lot
of the complex geometry involved in his subject by hand.
When he wrote me from Australia, describing the interesting plant life he was
studying and drawing, I was intrigued by the work and its descriptions, of which
he added a copy. It was interested to see that he wasn’t focusing on the mathematical construction behind the plant life – though the knowledge was apparent
from the studies, to the trained eye at least – but his focus on the origin and consequence of the existence of that organism. It seemed that he was looking for
reason rather than explanation for the existence of parts of the natural world.
He was most passionate about the plant-life he encountered which has developed
in recent years, since the beginning of the second millennium, since it all came
about ‘through the interfering hand of men’ as he described it. He mentioned
making a collection of these specific natural occurrences, and turning it into a
book, an idea which I encouraged and offered to help in, if he would need any assistance. He thanked me kindly but declined, he liked to work independently and
was an autodidact to all the knowledge and skills he possessed. But he promised
to keep me up to date on how the book was coming along during his travels, and
promised me a copy of the first edition.
With great sadness I received the news of his early demise, and resolved to conclude the last piece of work he had wanted to make: This book.
All the credit of the work, the knowledge and the text goes to Professor Newhouse, I only attribute myself to turning his handwritten notes into a succinct
whole, and compiling all the information and illustrations into this whole, which
I hope will inspire and intrigue you as much as it has me.

-Eli

-Francis Xavier Casanova
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NOVA
FRUCTUS
(hybrid fruit)
The retro movement to eating
organic non-synthetic foods
sparked a renewed interest in
the modification of real fruit.
Developments in combining
different species of original
fruit continued where previously left of, due to the replacement of a lot of grown
food with synthetically produced, and more nutritious
food. This also gave the creators an opportunity to make
the foods more nutritious,
better looking, and to include
anti-bodies previously provided in vaccination.

New York, NY, USA
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'Flowering Leek'
ca 40cm long, edible flower.
material

watercolor — paper

year		

2234

This modification of the A. ampeloprasum,
causes it to sprout in a flowering manner,
though with non pollinatable flowers.
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Genetic modification

‘Malogranatic apple’
15 cm in diameter. Berry sized apples.
material

colored pencil — paper

year		

2234

Most hybrid fruit is created through a process of cross-pollination: the transfer
of pollen from the flower of one plant to the stigma of another. Hybrid fruits

A modification which diminishes the size of
apples into bite sized chunks, and growing
them in a grape like configuration, though it
actually derived from the pomegranate.

are created through the controlled specification of fruits that creates new
varieties and cross-breeds; the random outcome of the shared genes of the
different parents, is filtered for useful features. Hybrids are grown using plant
propagation to create new cultivars. This may introduce an entirely new type
of fruit or improve the properties of an existing fruit. This classical method of
producing seemingly new species is still used quite often. Another well practiced method is that of genetically modified organisms (GMO). As the name
says: GMO’s have had their DNA genetically engineered to make it more disease, pest, or chemical resistant, or to include desirable characteristics such
as size, colour, enhanced nutrition, or stability (shelf life). GMO produce might
include things such as tomatoes that have been genetically altered to stay
firm, or corn, soybean, or sugar beets modified to resist pests and/or weed

‘Bananaberry’

killers or to be more drought tolerant.

25 cm long, basically banana sized
material

colored pencil — paper

year		

2234

Most commonly, GMO’s are obtained using a system in which small portions of
DNA can be removed or inserted. This way the scientists can have a direct and

A mostly visual deception of a strawberry, as
no species of banana was used in the modification process, only it’s shape was altered to
look like one.

precise handle on the genes that prove most valuable. This system is called
CrisPR-Cas9.

As a demonstration of this new tool, nutro-scientists developed these extraordinary fruits, which are beyond standard GMO, and crossbreed modification
systems.
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industrially
evolved fungi
Since the closure of the fossil
fuel based industry, most factories were cleared for living
space. This base-plastic refinery in eastern Krakow’s old
nuclear based industrial site
has been shut down, but due
to severe soil pollution has
not been deemed fit for populational reconstruction.

Krakow, Poland, Europe

Here, the first inhabitants of
these abandoned and polluted
places are an interesting variety of mushrooms and fungi.
These are the pioneering species because of their ability
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to cope reasonably well with
heavy metals and radiation.
The interesting thing about
this specific location is its
level of genetic change. The
explanation for this is the ‘expediencing’ of genetic change
due to gamma radiation, causing some of these fungi to
stand out from their predecessors.
‘Stemonitis fusca grandis’
12 cm in height. Scattered in patches
material

watercolour — paper

year		

2236

A form of slime mold in the fruiting stage, widespread through the surroundings of the factory
district, mainly at the formal parking garage.
Spread in small patches, which were quite dense,
this ‘population’ was likely quite formidable in
its plasmodial stage, probably covering quite a
surface in pink slimy fungus.
Watercolour
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triggering evolution
This site led to a study into the remediation of polluted industrial sites through the use of fungi. It was discovered
that when planting native deciduous and conifer trees
along with hyper-accumulating mycorrhizal fungi, partic-

‘Mushroom on factory site I’

ularly Gomphidius glutinosus, Craterellus tubaeformis, and

Various mushrooms and fungi

Laccaria amethystina (all native to pines), which absorb
– via the mycelium – and concentrate radioactive Cesium
137 more than 10,000-fold over ambient background lev-

material

oil & acrylic—canvas

year		

2236

Sketched on site while going on a private tour through
the factory district of Krakow, during my gap year traveling around Europe. The variety of mushrooms on this
site was astonishing and I attempted to secure a spot
which would allow me to capture a lot of them in a
single image, though this specimen was most beautiful, and special due to its base growing in a plant like
fashion, splitting into smaller bases, which grew tops of
themselves, a phenomenon I had never witnessed.

els. Many other mycorrhizal fungus species also hyper-accumulate radioactive material, which allows for a quicker
remediation of radioactively polluted soils, though these
mushrooms have to be harvested and carefully burned and
its ashes processed.

As gamma radiation can have a destabilizing effect on
DNA, the genomes are very unstable and thus change
quickly. As the fungi have barely any competition, this high
plasticity has led to fast evolution for their specific habitat.

This method is now widely spreading, and allows for a remediation of radioactive areas which were deemed unfit
for human population for the coming millennium. Even
though it will still take decades for some sites to be re mediated, the process is starting and will allow us to finally rid
our planet of the most wasteful materials ever produced.
Special growing facilities for these mushrooms have been

‘Chlorophyllum rachodes Theano’

set up and it has turned out to be a chore to keep up with

8 cm in height. Scattered in patches

these turbo-evolving fungi around the globe.

material

watercolour — paper

year		

2234

A systematic sketch of a rare mushroom, found growing on a
rusting beam.
Approximately 6.5 cm in circumference and height. A white base
tinged with iron oxide coloured dust, brownish top and base.
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agricultural
timber
Oulun ammattikorkeakoulu, Oulu, Finland, Europe

Chapter

Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris) is a long-living, coniferous tree characterized by its orange trunk. Globally, it is the most widely distributed pine and is found throughout all of Eurasia. The genetic variety is immense and several different subspecies
exist across its distribution. Scots pine is an economically important species, especially in the north of Europe. The wood
is strong and easy to work with, making it excellent for general constructions, for furniture making and for use in the
pulp and paper industry. It is also used for stabilizing sandy soils. The tree is tolerant to poor soils, fraught and frost and
is found in various climatic conditions and ecological habitats. It is a pioneer species, able to colonize nutrient-poor soils
in disturbed areas. It does not tolerate air pollution and salt-laden winds and is usually outcompeted in more fertile soils.
The tree grows in altitudes ranging from sea level up to 2600 m.

A lot of land space has become cleared
in the abolishment of the animal agriculture, and a many of these fields have
been filled by the next generation lumber
industry. Since the cutting of non-purposefully grown wood has become illegal, but while the demand for timber
remains higher than ever, this market
is flourishing. In this example we see a
crossbred pine – a pioneer species on
this soil - which has produces produced
raining pine-cones to be turned into
HDF (High density fiberboard), and the
wood itself is used for strong beams and
planks for housing.

14.

The pining scots pine

3

agricultural timber

Adaptation of pine-cones for the shedding of their seeds allows for the pinecones to grow larger, and to stay attached to
its tree. The ground of these trees is covered by a layer of these unfertilized or self-pollinated seeds which gets harvested,
to be used as a building material, its density allowing for strong construction wood without a grain.

‘Pine trunk and raining pine-corn’
material

pen and pencil — paper

year		

2235

Trunk with a circumference of 1m and a diameter of ca 30cm,
quite a small piece, around 5 years old.
Pinecone spine about 15 cm long, peddles reach a size of
approximately 10 cm before they disperse, or ‘pine away’.
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‘‘Even though appearance
of all natural phenomena
are based in mathematics, there is something peculiar about seeing a man
made construct in such a
rigid grid. The constricted
growth of trees in such an
efficient setting, on such a
scale has an alien quality to
it.

‘The farm’
A cutout of a planted patch of pines, ca 1 acre.
material

watercolour — paper

year		

2235

-Eli

A painting made from a nearby hill, showing the organized
plantation of pine-trees in a Norwegian field spanning the
horizon.
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pre
prepared
potatoes
Scientific

Classification

Kingdom

Plantae

Order

Solanales

Family

Herbitrarium Modernica

Monsanto corp. Spain, Spain, Europe

Solanaceae rosmarinus

Genus

Solanum citrus

Species

S. tuberosum maxima

In an attempt to join the cultural rebirth of preparing
food yourself (cooking), Monsanto corporation launched
a collection of pre soy-synth
vegetables which resembled
classical vegetables, though
modified to save most of the
effort previously required to
18.
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pre prepared potatoes

prepare them.
This species of potatoes has
undergone a cross with a
non-chemical spice called
Rosemary, as well as a genetic interception with citrus-like
structures, for it to form in
parts. These parts can be put
in an ‘oven’, where they will
mature into a partial meal resembling fries.
The introduction has been a
successful addition to the assortment of self-preparable
foods, and was greeted with
enthusiasm by most major
megamarkets.
Prof. Eli Newhouse - 2248

‘potato-plant in aquaponics’
Individual plant about 1m tall including roots.
material

pen — paper

year		

2234

A schematic drawing made after being shown
around the giant aquaponics factory of Monsanto in Spain. The aquaponics were not made from
single plants as shown here, but evenly spaced,
though all of them had about this much space.
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Genetic modification

Herbitrarium Modernica

The roots of the tuber family, to which the potato belongs,
grow in primary, secondary and tertiary generations. The
primary root is the main root growing downwards, from

‘‘When witnessing
technological advances like
these, one wonders how far
we seemingly have come,
when plants can be
genetically modified in
order to provide more
comfort to western society.
The effort involved seems
contradictory to its cause.

which the secondary roots sprout, on which the potatoes
grow. From these secondary roots,the much smaller tertiary roots grow., Through methods of genetic modification the company was not willing to share, they added
aromas which develop in the tertiary root, which the potato skin absorbs. The modification which led to the orange
like growth in parts is also a company secret though it has
spilled that the genes were not actually from a citrus species.
The spices used are non-synthetic, and its aromas arise
from the plants themselves being genetically added to the
roots. The used spices so far are rosemary, which has a bitter, astringent taste and a characteristic aroma; thyme,
which has a subtle, dry aroma and a slightly minty flavor
and chives which have a slightly garlicky and delicate onion-like aroma.

‘The new generation of potatoes’

-Eli

A regular patato, except for the skin, which has a green hue
material

watercolour — paper

year		

2234

I was given one of the potatoes, and was shown a demonstration as to how easily they broke apart into parts. I made a quick
study of how it looked beforehand and afterwards.
Watercolour.
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iplant
As artificial intelligentization
continues, companies have
started drawing attention to
the biological properties of
plants, and trying to implement them in environmental
regulatory systems. In these
systems, a communicational
system or a data interpretation system is added to transcribe information which
plants gather around their environment. This information is
then processed, and fed into
the environmental regulators
which govern a home’s temperature, humidity, oxygen
level and other air qualities

22.
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Monsanto corp. Spain, Spain, Europe

‘iBonsai’
A flowered bonsai tree, about 40 cm high including pot
material

watercolour — paper

year		

2236

A rare flowered bonsai tree regulating the delicate atmosphere in the London tree museum, see chapter 7.
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iPlant environmental systems
The iPlant is quite a widespread phenomenon by now, due to its
effectiveness in the growing demand for atmospheric regulation. As plants have a respiratory system which is still more accurate than most air condition measuring systems, it was more
economic to find a way to translate the information which the
plant gathers to statistics where appropriate.

This is generally being done by a small 3D scanner in the pot
which scans the chlorophyll in the leaves, and how widely they
are opened in the case of opening leaves or stomata. Another
method which is used is the analysis of the sap which is transported through the roots, which is more often used in the very
popular succulent iPlant.
This information is then compared to the ambient air quality
and how comfortable this is for people in the same space, or if
used for other regulations, how this compares to the necessary
air quality, which can then be altered by the air conditioning
system.

‘iSucculent’
A green succulent with purple and pink hues, 30 cm
material

pen — paper

year		

2236

Found and drawn in the Apple AiStore, a beautifully shaped
pot with an even more beautiful succulent of the Lapidaria
margaretae genus, though evolved quite far.
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coral reef
rebuilt
The coral reef park of the
New Mexico Park is the biggest re plantation of coral,
in order to restore the coral
reefs and their replenishing
quality, oxygen production
and providing of habitats for
marine life. The money necessary to make this restoration
possible was provided by Disney Inc. In accordance with
a contract that allowed them
to build an underwater park
around the coral reef. This
resulted in a ride made up of
glass capsules, which move
along a track, and a glass tunnel of non-mirroring glass,
which provides a great view of
this spectacle.
26.
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coral reef rebuilt

‘View from waterpod 34’
A collection of radiantly colored coral
material

pen — paper

year		

2237

I asked for a solo ride to be stopped at a point where
the coral reef was quite close to the surface, and spent
some time sketching the reef. The experience was amazing, though the fact that it was such a tourist attraction
didn’t allow the feeling of bliss I am usually experiencing in nature’s splendour.

Coral reef park, New Mexico, Mexico
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Recovering the coral reef
Corals reefs used to cover about 1% of the ocean floor, but
by doing this supported about 25% of marine life. The coral reef has been diminishing for over 250 years, and many
coral species have gone extinct.

Coral is classified as a marine invertebrate, so is not actually considered a plant. They ‘live’ in colonies known as
groups, and while some of these hunt for food through

№ 1—4
Sicut populus, Facere,
Omnia, Deorsum
material

watercolor—paper

year		

2237

Various growing coral reefs in the mote tropical
research laboratory, about halfway through the
developmental period, to be planted back on the
coral reef.

poisonous stinging cells, most obtain their energy through
photosynthesis. But they are also dependent on algae, with
which they form a symbiosis, providing shelter for algae in
exchange for oxygen.

1. Sicut populus

2. Facere

1. Omnia

2. Deorsum

In an attempt to restore the coral reef, scientists have
started growing corals through micro colony-fusion. Small
fragments of coral can spread tissue and fuse over artificial substrates. When evenly spaced as these growing
fragments meet they go into isogenic fusion, meaning they
recognize each other as deriving from the same source of
origin and having the same genetic structure. They are
then able to re-join and continue to develop.
These are then restored to their original habitat, where
they can continue growing.

As fossil fuels have been banned and pollution has diminished, after the major ocean cleaning operations the habitats may only be damaged but will be habitable again.
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Extinct
tree
Museum
Extinct tree museum, London, UK, Europe

Due to the rapid environmental changes that have
occurred in the last two centuries, many species have
gone extinct. This has now reached one of the oldest
and best adapted families of the natural world; trees.
In the London museum of extinct plant life, a few remaining individuals of the extinct families remain, in
a carefully contained habitat.

№ 1—4
Draco, Sequoia,
Balfourianea,
Widdrington
material

watercolor

year		

2236

Quick watercolour studies of some of tree
which are extinct the longest, though not
before the second millennium, since the
preservation of tree's started.

1. Draco

2. Sequoia

3. Balfourianea

4. Widdrington

List of exhibited species
Origin

Name

Madagascar

Baobab adansonia

California

Sequoiadendron giganteum

Canary Islands

Dracaena draco

South Africa

Widdringtonia wallichii

Nevada

Balfourianae
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‘‘When encountering a tree
of this age, one can only
feel diminished,
recognizing that an
Individual which has lived
20x as long as we could,
would have witnessed everything our history books
know to tell.´´

'Bristlecone Pine'
ca 2,5m high, tinged red-ish trunk.
material

Ink — paper

year		

2234

As the oldest individual on the planet, this
nearly 6000 year old tree was my main cause
of interest.
As a special guest I was allowed to draw the
tree from inside its habitat, though wearing a hazmat suit made sketching rather
difficult.

-Eli
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Causes of extinction

'The Baobab habitat'
material		
year		

pencil — gray paper

2234

Due to the rapid environmental changes on the planet, many biotopes (i.e. an
area of uniform environmental conditions providing a living place for a specific

A pencil study on gray paper depicting the
Baobab reserve, from inside it's viewing
rooms, which are all separated strictly from
the controlled atmosphere in the habitats.

assemblage of plants and animals) have become unbalanced and their inhabitants threatened. These changes are most commonly linked to global warming,
causing drought or atmospheric change, or human intervention, either through
waste or direct intervention, such as agriculture or habitation (which has led
to the 2193 ban on non-industry grown wood). The direct causes which endanger these biotopes - and especially its trees - are forest fires, which are mostly caused by drought though also often by tourism. But also invasive species,
which spread around much more due to human transportation systems being
so widely spread, and spread quickly and widely through the Habitat. Climate
change, apart from its direct fraught, often changes atmospheric factors, such
as the density of low stratus clouds, dew and fog, and soil properties causing
acidification, erosion or nutrient deficiencies. These changes affect its inhabitants, which in turn affects the biotope, as the system is often quite finely
balanced (which may cause positive feedback loops, increasing the speed at
which the habitat changes). Most direct effects are on the animals most dependent on the habitat, causing extinction in many species of animals. Once these
changes become drastic, a different family of species is threatened, its tree life.
As tree life is a large factor in the habitability of these biotopes (housing 30% of
all animal life), this is seen as very problematic. While the tree families are very
dispersed throughout the planet, some species which live in a specific habitat,
have been narrowed down to a few individuals, or even gone completely extinct.
As a means of ensuring the continued existence of these species, a few individuals were moved to controlled environments, which imitate its original, unaltered
biotope. As the environment changed more drastically, a lot of these biotopes
became unsustainable, and its inhabitants have largely gone instinct. Because
of this, the last remaining individuals of these kinds of trees are now hosted in
museums, built around its sustaining habitat which are, ironically, funded by
the wood industry.
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Algae
archipelago
South pacific algae patch

The origin of what we know now as the algae archipelagos lies
in an environmental problem which used to be known as the
plastic soup. This was a name for the patches of plastic waste
which gathered in the ocean through the oceanic swirls. In an
attempt to cleanse the ocean of this waste, a symbiosis was created between a bacteria - which can break down certain plastics

– and certain species of algae, which would allow it to inhabit
the ocean, and break down the plastic soup. Unfortunately one
of the substances that was released in the process of breaking
down the plastic was highly toxic to marine life, especially fish.
This resulted in a major drop in the fish populations surrounding the algae patches consuming the plastic soup.
‘Algae island’
Hovercopter shot of the south pacific algae archipelago
material

colored pencil — paper

year		

2234

Before my visit to the South American tribes of Colombia
I was offered the chance to join a hovercopter flight and a
short landing on the south pacific used-to-be plastic soup
patch, of which I took in flight picture, on which I based
this drawing.
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The final ocean cleanup program
In the aftermath of the period in which packaging was produced for single
use – a non-recyclable system – large quantities of plastic waste ended up in
the ocean. It mostly consisted of plastic bottles made from PET (polyethylene
terephthalate) which congregated in swirls where the different great oceanic
currents met, with the highest concentration gathering around the North Atlantic Ocean. This was called the plastic soup. The highest concentrated zones
(500,000 pieces per square mile in some places) grew to the size of the current
French republic. Though clean up attempts have been made by many philanthropists over the years, the breakthrough came through a biological discovery
made in the early 2000’s. Previously thought of as a non-biodegradable product, PET was mostly shredded and recycled through melting processes, but in a
study of the different waste of Chinese factories by the University of Kyoto, the
Ideonella sakaiensis bacteria was discovered, which is the first species with the
ability to break down PET into terephthalic acid and 1,2-ethanediol. This effect
was very promising though the bacteria only functioned properly in a very controlled environment.
In an attempt to make the bacteria more widely employable, a symbiosis between it and the blue-green algae was created. Algae are responsible for 70-80
% of all oxygen produced on earth, and is therefore much more important for
the atmosphere then tree’.
The process up to this day has been very efficient though at a great cost, since
ethanediol – one of the resulting products in the breaking down of the plastic –
was detrimental to a lot of the local marine life. This resulted in the largest drop
in fish populations since fishing was still industrially used for food.

‘The degradation process’
A Coca-Cola bottle in the process of being dissolved
material

water colour — paper

year		

2234

A close up study of a PET bottle which was being processed
by the algae, though in an early stadium. The diversity
of marine organisms is to be attributed to the bacteria’s
adaptability, which allowed it to entertain a symbiotic
state with other organisms, rather then only the blue green
algae
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City Greenification

‘Heaven meets earth’
An attempt at green self sustaining architecture
material

water colour — paper

year		

2234

A project of green skyscraper living quarters in Stockholm,
Sweden.
Large irrigation systems have been added around these
structures connected to the water supply after having run
through appliances and bathrooms. Excrement from toilet
facilities is gathered in basins underneath, to be turned
into manure. Organic waste is also gathered as compost
which heats part of the buildings.

Stockholm, Sweden, Europe

As air quality steadily deteriorated in major cities due to industry and traffic, attempts were made to make cities more
CO2 neutral by introducing more plant
life. These measures included vertical
gardens, roof gardens, heightened parks
on top of shopping malls and even architecture based on living structures, such
as tree houses and moss and grass flooring.
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‘Dodecahedral tree’

A new relation with nature

A land art sculpture in the Ivar Los Park in Stockholm
material

Pen — paper

American basswood or Tilia americana was one of the core plants in the con-

year		

2234

struction of vertical gardens since it allowed for rigorous adaptations, because

Five inosculated basswood trees made to grow together
into the shape of a dodecahedron. The growth continues
into 5 equal tree sized stumps, though technically it functions as a single organism. An interesting fern is planted in
the patch of grass between the five treestumps.

the branches are bendable to suit the shape and size of walls. These vertical
walls are used to insulate against heat, which also helps the ripening of fruit.
These walls also included resilient species of moss, creepers such as ivy, and willow constructions. Due to their flexibility these willow constructions were also
often used in building usable products such as park benches, railings etc.. A
problem was the maintenance intensity that these constructions required and
apart from a few examples much has been abandoned, to be replaced with
large Roosegaarde CO2 and smog filtering towers.
Inosculation and grafting were often used to create stable structures. Inosculation is a natural phenomenon in which trunks, branches or roots of two trees
grow together. This is done by connecting the branches and as the movement
abrades the bark, the vascular cambiums meet and this allows the trees to connect.
This movement caused a wave in land art to be planted in parks, in the shape of
elaborate structures, inspired by the works of old artists and architects such as
Hundertwasser, Axel Erlandson and Patrick Blanc.
In cities like Singapore where these concepts are already quite widespread, a
positive psychological effect on human life has been observed, with reduced
depression, and generally less feelings of stress and anxiety. This sparked a wide
interest in reintroduction of plant life in the cities, though most people feel appalled by the idea of having living plants in their house which – in general opinion - would attract bugs and disease.
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Devilish asian knotweed
‘120 Edward St. W’
View of an overgrown main street in Adelaide

Chapter

acrylic — canvas

year		

2234

Asian knotweed has always been perceived as a notoriously bad organism.
It is a fast growing bamboo like herbaceous perennial plant, known for its destructive features. As an invasive species
native to East-Asia, it has no predators
in North-America and Europe, where it
is very successful. Its roots grow quickly and widespread, producing new stems
which grow upwards at a pace close to
20cm a day. It is known to grow through
concrete, and is very hard to weed out
since any roots that are left will start
growing anew. This resulted in it being banned from the UK and Australia,
where it nevertheless made an appearance which turned out disastrous, as it
had already widely spread underneath
the city of Adelaide, before it became apparent above ground.

I was allowed to make a quick painting of one
of the most heavily affected streets of Adelaide,
Australia, though our guide warned us, for the
streets had been known to crumble underneath
unwary feet of visitors, which actually happened
to me a while later, which caused a scrape on
the painting. I left it as it was such an interesting
coincidence.

Adelaide city center, Adelaide, Australia
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The invasion of adelaide

‘Knotweed’
Approximation of knotweed and its roots, ca 1m.

An invasive species is a plant, fungus, or animal species that is not native to

material

pen — paper

a specific location (so an introduced species), and which has a tendency to

year		

2234

spread to a degree believed to cause damage to the environment, the biotope

A systematic drawing of how knotweed permeates cement, and how the roots underneath
spread and are interconnected. The roots grow
in primary, secondary and tertiary roots, all of
which can sprout into new plants once separated.
The tertiary roots are very small and easily broken
and distributed throughout the ground.

and its inhabitants.

The only viable method of extermination is through the injection of aggressive
pesticides, which have a harmful effect on the surrounding soil, often needing
long periods of time before becoming fertile again.

Not much is known about the introduction of the knotweed in Australia, but the
commonly accepted theory as to how it became as widespread, is that it grew
into the sewage system, where the root was scattered underneath the center of
Adelaide, where it appeared above grounds in parks to no alarm, but took longer to disrupt the infrastructure. It could also have been transported by insects
living underground, like worms and larvae.

By the time the scope of how widespread its roots where located was established, it was more economical to relocate the residents of the effected premises to new locations, resulting in the abandonment of the majority of the city,
which is now only open to sightseers interested in the dilapidation, though it is
still considered very dangerous to enter.
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Göttingen, Germany, Europe

‘Glycine max non
mortuorom pods’
single bean about 2 cm, pod about 10 cm long
material

pen — paper

year		

2234

A supersoy bean in isometric perspective showing
its square configuration and inner bean configuration.
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As animal agriculture became obsolete due to its
unsustainable nature, its impact on the environment
and its widespread condemnation as being inhumane, the transition has gone from producing meat
that is derived from living animals, to it being produced synthetically through plants such as soy and
yeast. Zymology became a well-practiced science
as did the modification of soy to resemble meat, the
new standard. Most meat sold is synthetic and only
a scrupulously chosen amount of restaurants in
large cities are allowed to sell the delicacy, though
it is common knowledge that since soy based meat
products are much more nutritious and better tasting. Now with this being the case, it must be stated that the genetic modification has taken long to
perfect but was still faster and much more efficient
than the previously popular lab-grown meat, which
was popular mid-21st century.
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production

´´It is both appalling and
admirable to see the
effort involved in the
food production needed to
feed nearly 11 billion
people. It seems astonishing that even with
undertakings of this
magnitude we barely manage.´´

The generally used Glycine max non mortuorom – better known as Supersoy – is a
fibrous instead of globular soybean with a very similar protein value to bovine
meat, which makes the structure and nutritious value of the bean already very
similar to meat, with some already having a red tinge which simplifies to process of getting the right colour. These modified soybeans grow in a much more
efficient formation, where the beans are spread alternately in pairs of four,
allowing for a higher bean to skin ratio. These growth conditions require vast
amounts of nutrition and so these soybeans are only grown in large aquaponic
complexes with conditioned atmospheres.
The process of creating soysynth meat is secret recipe, but the main process is
that of dissolving the soybeans in an adhesive solution, and allowing the water to evaporate from this concoction, resulting in a coagulation resembling a
block of meat, which is then processed into the different fake meat products
by means of adding flavoring, colouring and odor agents.

´Aquaponic farm´
One of the soy production aquaponic farms.
material

pen — paper

year		

2234

A stretch of 40 greenhouse set parallel to each
other, each over 200 m in length, housing around
2000 plants per greenhouse, with a complete
yield of nearly a ton of soybeans per harvest

-Eli
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pioneering host trees
‘The mother trunk.’
A section of trunk, about 3m tall, circumference of about 1,5 m
material

colored pencil — paper

year		

2236

During my travels in the Amazon looking for primitive tribes, I encountered
this wonderful specimen of host tree. I was positively dumbfounded by the
beauty of it and its array of various plants and animals. I sat for half a day
drawing a midsection of the plant from a branch, and felt very calm and
content afterwards, knowing that species like this existed.
Coloured pencil.

Western Amazon basin , Colombia, South America

As a means of restoring the biotope previously known as a ‘Jungle’ to various
parts of the world, including South-East
Asia, and South America, a species of
trees was introduced, which is capable
of hosting many different species of animals and plants and which is regenerative to the soil and atmosphere. This tree
is also the embodiment of sustainability;
while being capable of producing a lot
of its own nutrition and soil, it is considered to be an ecosystem of its own.
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The symbiotic relationship

Plants hosted by the Brazil mother nut tree (Bertholletia excels Habermann) include a wide variety of
orchids, mosses, creepers, fungi, philodendrons, ferns, lichens and aroids. They mingle in different
forms of symbiosis, mostly mutualistic and commensalistic, though also parasitic, in which case
the host is able to sustain the amount of nutrients taken by the parasitic plant. Most plants on the
Brazil mother nut are epiphytic, better known as flying plants since they have no roots and need
none. They derive nutrients from the air, rain and accumulation of nitrous organic material on the
bark.
Special in this Brazil mother nut is the growth of a basin-type structure at the branching of the

№ 1—4
Nelumbo, Coriolus,
y rex-cultorum,
Favolaschia
material

watercolor

year		

2236

trunk, in which water accumulates, and in which insects lay eggs. Around these, carnivorous plants
are grouped.
The upper branches supply nesting places for birds, and the roots offer a huge symbiotic environment for different types of fungi and bacteria, which in turn have a symbiotic relationship with a
wide variety of insects and ants.

Watercolour studies of some of the plant-life
growing on the Brazil mother nut tree,
including a very close set bracket fungus, a
beautiful blue flying lotus, an interesting leaf
from a begonia, and some a bright orange
pore fungus, all of these grew on a single
tree, within a 2,5 meter range from the
ground up

1. Coriolus versicolor

2. Nelumbo nucifera volantes

Once the Brazil mother nut has settled in a system and humus starts to develop, seeds from Jungle
seedbanks may be sowed so as to restore the original habitat in combination to the Brazil mother nut. In one particular area which was destroyed for palm production, after 30 years the humus
was punctuated by a plant previously unknown, then later shown to be an ancient coca variety.
The seeds of this variety had not been destroyed by the century of plantation use and formed an
instant undergrowth in the Brazil mother nut biotope. Scientists are currently investigating if this
species can also be safely introduced to other Brazil mother nut forests in order to enhance the humus accumulation.

3. Y rex-cultorum
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‘‘Though seemingly
superior in many ways, we
still are, and always will be
one of many species
coexisting on this planet.
This coexistence comes
with a burden which is not
to be taken lightly. We have
a responsibility for the
welfare of this planet, and
all life on it, including our
fellow men’’
-Eli

‘Purple Datura‘
The last drawing made by Eli
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Epilogue
In memoriam.

As I conclude sorting through the vast amount of sketches, notes, drawings and paintings, I feel a dawning sense of peace
for the man who made all of it. It is clear that, even though he didn’t personally finish his last work, and died under curious
circumstances at the deplorably young age of 92, he was content with what he had achieved, what he’s seen and discovered on his travels, as he wrote to me from the south American rain forest while examining native tribes:

‘As physically distant as I am from my family, friends and colleagues – all of
western society for that matter – I feel more connected with myself, and
interconnected with, for lack of a better wording, all of creation. Witnessing
natures splendour, unperturbed by the human hand gives me a deep sense of
peace knowing that life on earth will persevere, and always retain its beauty.
-Eli Peter Newhouse

I hope to have been able to convey this sense of wonder in this book, as this was his goal; to inspire people to consider the
natural world, and our part in it, for good or bad.
Painful though it might be, I wish to add a final note pertaining to his will, and his burial. After returning from his travels

His grave now stands thus,

and spending time working on his book in his studio, he also took the time to update his will and testament. He wished all

A beautiful flowering mound with his request of a strange variety of plants, including

his assets to be sold and donated to charities related to natural welfare, but made a point of setting aside a small fund

Syrian Rue, P. viridis, Anemone sylvestris, and other exotic flowers.

for students wishing to travel after their studies.

I hope you have enjoyed the studying of this book, as much as I had in the unraveling

His final request was to be cremated and buried without an urn or grave, but together with the seeds of some of his fa-

of the work of Professor Newhouse, who occupies a permanent curiosity in my head,

vorite flowers and plants, I think to assure that his grave would always show the splendour of nature, though as opposed

and I hope, also in yours.

to his other notes, he gave no explanation.

-Francis Xavier Casanova, august 30th, 2248

In memory of
Professor Eli Peter Newhouse
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‘’A mathematically illustrated
encyclopedia of the remarkable
plantlife which evolved in conjunction with mankind.’’

Professor Eli Peter Newhouse
Francis Xavier Casanova

